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Drew McMahon

-the waiting pond-

down behind your father's house 
past the clawfoot tub like a tin can overturned 
where the field grass whispered 

Hallelujah!

to the frogs
and the sun held his tender breath 
among a mantle (pink) of clouds 
where at the pond's threadbare shore 
you took my hands very gently
and like a quiet zephyr, like a drifting papillon I said 
I love you
and the frogs started

Hallelujah, Hallelujah!

and in tender rebuke with a Missourian patina 
over the chorus of the frog's 

Hallelujah! 
you said 
I love you too

and I knew you meant it, every word 
(you are too good to lie)
and as you stood with me, by the pond's shore 
taking my hands very gently 
telling me you loved me
my heart filled up entire and slipped off my sleeve 
sank down into the waiting pond 
where the water bugs were skating in the reeds 
and the frogs were singing 

Hallelujah!



Jillian Burgie

desert child

sometimes I see your future 
hanging like sodden rainclouds around your head and shoulders.

I can’t wait to see the storm break.

sometimes I see your path laid out before you 
and it looks somehow to me like deserts, 

stretching over impossible space. 
I see you lose yourself in heatwaves and sandstorms 

and I can hear your spirit roaming the hills and arroyos 
chasing whispers from the spines of cacti and howling at a moon that

mocks you.

but sometimes you are the zia sun 
stretched tight as yellow flags across the sky, 

bright lines of fire crossing you where you stand and shooting outward
calling a challenge and a welcome.

a welcome to me.

and sometimes you hold me in those fiery arms and I am your sky,
your desert, your guru. 

I can tell you where the wolves will run tonight 
but it’s up to you to be there, 

it’s up to you to chase that midnight wind until it leads you home, 
it’s up to you to raise your head back with the moon in your eyes 

and howl to shake your future from the ether round your head, 
blow the sand from the path now hidden under sunburnt sequoia and 

yucca bones. It’s up to you to call the sky down and let the desert break
you

make you whole and new, 
a phoenix rising from the ashes that fall here at night, 

a flower blooming in the dust, a dream, 
moving soft as whispers across impossible space.

a single coyote howl in a hopeless midnight, 
and the stars will show you the secrets they keep from cities but teach

to children, 
be a child of the desert my son, 

and she will teach you 
to be.
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AAiko Sloper

Names

They took away our names; our faces fell.

We stood in headless queues to huy and sell 

our sons, unaided hy the anchorstakes 

of grandpa's words or totem shrines or wakes.

How might we dance without our language masks? 

Can we continue our appointed tasks 

without our tongues' familiar sweet caress?

Oh give us hack our names! We die unless 

we order, speak, repeat, reflect the ways 

our mothers heat to sense this senseless maze 

we call a world. Our unfamiliar path 

through dangerland was hlazen, clearly heard 

in whispered symbols. Skirting trails of wrath 

we still survived. They took our names? Absurd!



each pause a chasm

I'd wanted a life pulled from the pages 
of some seldom-read book: 
foresworn the normal, unforeseen, 
wanted the literate life, teas in salons, 
memorable meetings, impressive individuals, 
alliterative alternatives to the everyday, 
but some days I could do without solitude, 
even as it drew me in; and I found 
every word an island, unconnected: 
each pause a chasm unlinkable 
by even the most charismatic phrasing, 
considerthe smooth blue glide 
through which the pen elides my mind 
producing, by what process I can't 
comprehend, such streams as this, 
interrupted flow: the emphasis shifts, 
and flits along to my cat, who's never 
written a line, is probably happier for it. 
he blinks, perhaps purrs a rumbling 
rhythm, supplement for some ancient song.

Emma Pfeiffer
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Jordan Venema
Perfection

So this must be beauty, form, perfection 
Embodied—no dull artist’s expression.
What of Raphael, what of Da Vinci 
Then, when compared to her (compared to me)
Or what I shall work of her with a brush and pen?
You see, every Helen of Troy does need 
Homer to sow imagination’s seed.
To flower into a beautiful bloom.
To thread gold through the pattern of the loom.
But Homer never held my brush nor held my pen 
And never with pleasure beheld this specimen.

Observe her body’s balanced proportion:
How it keeps itself in all its motion.
How every sigh of breath raises the chest.
How seem supple lips part to kiss then rest 
And restless I interpret each possible end

That would send me in shivers down her spine 
Erect and measured to make her poise mine.
Round to where she curves subtle as a swell 
Upon an ocean, but moves me as well 
To such depths where treasures lie yet unearthed, descend 
Even further, where my mind’s eye would never mend

The cut in her skirt, well, the wound’s dessert:
Such a delicate injury can’t hurt
When from it flows a leg as white as milk
(Would it, I wonder, taste as sweet?), smooth as silk
Without a stocking (thank God) and long; leading me on—

But should ever her shape seem incomplete.
Well, where it breaks the mind will make lines mete;
Give the body harmony and rhythm
And when I match mine how ‘bout a dance, hmm?
All your parts I employ: feet graceful as a swan.
And though the feet are where most fear to tread: I’ve gone.

Cont’d



But what is this I see? The pinky toe.
The most inconsequential point pivots the whole 
Course—how can this knobbed and gnarled joint 
Unhinge all—this petty note but dissonant 
Decompose her whole harmony?

But the one imperfection threads 
Through the entire pattern;
A frayed and loose end
Threatens what I have strung together,
And unravels and unwinds—what? Time and change?
Is it the toe or is it age
That tears down the image
And makes my Helen seem so old?
What makes the straight back slump,
The locks unfurl and hang 
Limp, the lips parch 
And crack, the colour of the skin 
Pale to a consumptive pallor?
Where did beauty go then 
And when did my rhyme 
Become cumbersome.
Become this irrelevant hymn?
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Salem PfluegerI This Passing Light
' Nothing good comes of the night.

But Charlotte has slept - and deeply - her dreams momentarily absolved of the 
horrific things she is so often visited by. Amongst the luxurious, cotton bedding her con
tour lays long and flowing - the crevices and folds of the bright white sheet, outlining 
gently, almost playfully upon her. Her thin arms and legs - astray and reaching - are 
loosely cast about the bed. A foot hangs bare and free, just beyond the bed’s edge. A 
childlike hand cups her head and pillow. Her body is still, settled into its bones and 
breathing steadily. The hardness that so often comes across her face has softened. 
There is the quality of girl upon her, a brushstroke of youth - something gentle, some
thing sweet and something forgotten - her body and mind at ease through these last 
moments of sleep.

Outside, and five floors below, one of New York City’s dieseling, rumbling gar
bage trucks steps off the gas into a grinding downshift and lays hard onto its brakes - 
the tires resist, the over-heated, summer asphalt resists, everything resists - all making 
for a booming, thunderous sound that echoes through the canyon of city side streets. 
She thought that five floors were just enough - the people below are a kind of fiction, 
they do not exist in any real way - she is comfortably above the world. Five floors re
moves her from the consequence of things.

She wakes now, slowly and gently amongst this summer morning that has 
joined her cool, air-conditioned world. And she has slept through the night. She has 
slept without the presence of what maims and what kills. She has slept as if her version 
of life is a thing that would otherwise grant her restful nights - as if she is normal. For 
how many times, how many years, has she not slept through the night?

No, the panic-stricken sighs and agonies are not upon her this morning; her 
breathing is soft and steady. She draws the first full, deep breath of air into her lungs 
while simultaneously pulling her body up into itself - squeezing into the fetal position - 
and exhaling with the sound of some tiny, harmless creature. The eyes hesitate, but 
break open into the light-filled room. Rolling over onto her back, she reaches upward, 
stretching out her long arms and fingers.

There is nothing yet threatening about this day.

It was an easy night.
He didn’t need much. Mostly just wanted to touch and feel her body via the 

conventional avenues. He was slightly embarrassed - as most of the decent men are. 
Some of them need time to adjust to her beauty and the reality of what she is offering, 
and what they have so richly paid for. So his suburban eyes danced about the room, 
glancing off the lines and flow of her naked body. And an almost sweet, almost innocent 
little smile broke over his nervous face, fumbling at their first touch. His mind and body 
bubbling with conflicting ingredients, a dash of guilt, a pinch of hesitation, a touch of 
false love, desire and lust.

He did not feel compelled to mention his wife - that she is a fine person, that



she is a good mother, that she is still an attractive woman, that he still loves her - and 
Charlotte was grateful for that, for nothing is more disquieting than men talking about 
their wives. And so she made it easy for him, guiding him towards what he most longed 
for. He preferred they stay mostly under the covers - embarrassed by his soft body, his 
paunchy stomach, his thinning hair - but he was glad when she walked naked across the 
room, his eyes heavy upon her bare back and the gentle flow of her legs.

Most of the clients are this way, and that’s the only way she would have it - but 
there are exceptions. There are men who turn, or who were hiding all the while behind 
their suits and three car garages and buttered wives and future-filled children. They wear 
the same hollow smiles. All business. But then come the questions: ‘You like it up the 
ass? You like it hard like that? You like it when I call you bitch? Are you my little whore?'

It’s always the same with men like that - some cheap porno turned them inside 
out when they were fourteen or they hate their mother for not loving them or they’re se
cretly gay and anal sex with a woman is as close as they’ll ever get to expressing their 
true sexuality - but someone, some woman, is going to pay. They enjoy their cruelty as 
a kind of paid-for wildness - a game of sorts.

Charlotte just smiles.
Because if she were turning tricks in some sweaty back-alley or two-bit motel 

out on some back-county road, then maybe she would be nervous - or dead. But she 
reports to work only at New York's finest hotels. And nobody gets beaten and murdered 
at the Ritz-Carlton. And anyway, she knows wild. She knows dangerous. She knows out 
of control. The man in the suit knows none of these things. He knows fantasy. He knows 
the emptiness of fearing he has lost that spark of wild in him. He knows hatred towards 
all the fine luxuries in which his success has trapped him. And he knows for the next few 
hours he can dominate and manipulate - he’s paid for it. But it’s a question of power.

Charlotte smiles.
It was an easy night.

She pushes the sheet down just past her waist and slides her sleepy legs off 
the bed - sitting up with mostly open eyes - her warm feet are reluctant to touch down 
upon the cool hardwood floor. Sitting now on the bed’s edge - her dream-life still more 
vivid than the day she faces - she goes about the gathering and settling of images, rele
gating what is dream to dream and what is real to real. She feels whole within herself 
this morning and the light of day is a pleasant, pleasing thing.

Easing her head down slightly, the relaxed muscles in the back of her neck 
gently pulling, her long, dark hair shifts forward - cascading over her shoulders - hanging 
thick and tangled. Straightening her legs out before her, she draws disjointed circles in 
the air with her feet, stretching out her ankles and engaging the blood-flow up and down 
her legs. She stands now in her white cotton panties and white cotton t-shirt fitting snug 
against her thin frame.

There is nothing threatening about today.

She left the hotel around two a.m.
She could have stayed the night. Sometimes she orders room service. Some

times she orders the most expensive wine or champagne. Sometimes she stays up most



I
of the night with herself and her fine booze and her sweet, clean coke and has a grand 
old time. Sometimes the room where her business has been transacted is a safe haven 
from elsewhere. But she can’t remember the last time she actually stayed the night. She 
can’t remember when she last had a grand old time. She can’t remember much any
more, and perhaps that is a blessing.

Last night, exiting the suite, she had pulled the door closed behind her as it 
4, made that familiar ‘click,’ ending another night’s work. She had waited to leave, giving

i
the man ample time to make his way out, unencumbered by her presence. It’s true what 
. they say, it’s not so much the sex they pay for, but the option of a clean get-away. Her 
« clients are generally valued in the neighborhood of millions, and they are not looking for 
escorts, nor is that a service she provides.

It’s not that they don’t fantasize about being out on the town with a woman like 
Charlotte, but there is too much at stake. It’s not worth losing his wife, his kids - his so
cial standing. And that’s how Charlotte prefers it, a few hours a couple of times a month - 
almost as if it didn’t happen - as if she were dreaming of some terrible way others must 
live their lives. And so without exception, her service is completely private. They pay 
thousands of dollars, for a variety of reasons, but absolute privacy is utmost on that list.

Just before leaving the suite, she had pulled the drapes back and stood by the 
window, gazing down upon the Manhattan lights. She couldn’t say exactly how long she 
stood there or what exactly had passed through her mind, but at some point the lights 
lost their luster, her mind slipped eisewhere and she knew it was time to go home.

She turned and spoke in the general direction of the audio security device that 
had been conceaied in the room before her arrival, saying simply, ‘I’m coming down, Vic. 
i’m coming down.’

Vic is always there.
While she is in the suite, he is downstairs in the hotel bar, wearing an earpiece 

that hears almost every sound passing through the room, initially, it made her uncomfort
able, someone hearing the dirty intimacies, but she quickly realized and appreciated the 
benefit of such security. At a moment’s notice, she has only to call out Vic’s name - and 
he will be there almost instantly - opening the door with his own key and quickly resolv
ing any problem. Charlotte has never required this emergency service, but it is comfort
ing nonetheless.

They have a set method of operation, both before and after the client’s arrival 
and departure. Once in the room, she is required to do a routine sound-check, saying 
simply, ‘Vic i’m here. Can you hear me ail-right?’

Downstairs, Vic is waiting for these words. And upon hearing them, he does 
nothing - and she understands that he is hearing her. But he if does not hear these 
words, or if he hears nothing at all - he is at her door in moments.

Only once did Charlotte forget to do the sound check. She realized that she had 
forgotten when she heard him knocking at the door, caliing her name: ‘Charlotte? Char
lotte it’s me - I’m coming in.’

She had met him at the door. It was the first time she had looked deeply his 
eyes - she sensed in that moment the hell Vic would be able to unleash upon anyone 
who might hurt her.



'Don't forget, Char,' he had said with a look of genuine concern as the intensiW 
faded from his eyes. ^

How odd, she had thought at the time, that someone cared. He wasn't just do
ing his job, and she understood his regard for her was something other than sexual 
something more akin to what people call friendship. Indeed, it was Vic who rescued her 
last winter and regularly stopped by thereafter, bringing her food and vitamins. And it is 
Vic who walks her home when she doesn't feel like being driven. And it's Vic who drives 
her to the various therapists she is obligated to see.

So she passed through the Ritz's golden doors and into the warm Manhattan 
night. As always, Vic stood waiting by the car- a muscular man wearing a fine suit and 
stoic expression. He stood with a quality of permanence, just the way a man would who 
knows exactly what his purpose in life is - is confident in answering the bell.

“You okay. Char?"
“Yeah, Vic," she said, sliding into the leather backseat of the car that would take 

her home.
It was an easy night.

Standing now, her legs firm and steady beneath her, she steps across the room 
with a graceful glide - there is nothing disjointed about her. A good night's sleep granted 
her a rare sense of wholeness, a feeling of connectedness amongst the tendons and 
joints of her smooth, pale body.

The sunlight has warmed a long, rectangular patch of her hardwood floor. She 
steps onto and into the light, feeling it warm the soft pads of her feet. Moving now to the 
oversized windows of her loft apartment, she pulls back the thickly textured drapes - 
whose long and heavy folds have gathered upon the floor - flooding the room with the 
full light of day. And although the outside air is already terribly hot, she throws open one 
of her windows, allowing the heat and cacophony of city sounds to pour into the room.

At the open window, she leans out and observes the city below. She likes what 
she sees. Things. Things familiar - and distant. It is better this way. For things do not 
know what trouble us. They ask nothing of us.

Crossing the room, she sits down onto one of her two identical leather couches. 
She eases her long limbs into the soft, stressed, Italian leather. Instinctively, her eyes 
glance to the coffee table before her, confirming that what she needs is there. It is. She 
leans forward over the low table, cuts two thin lines of coke and pulls them gently into 
her head. Letting her head tilt back, she takes another deep breath though her nostrils, 
properly burying the medicine deep into the recesses of her brain. The gesture is prac
ticed, fluid and natural, the effect immediate - intensifying her presence with a sense of 
well-being and calm - as if someone has thrown open the windows of her mind, the light 
shining forth.

She leans back into the couch and pulls her feet up underneath her bare legs. 
She finds her eyes upon the couch opposite her, she loves the color, loves it so much 
that she bought two. The trendy catalogue described the leather color as ‘Bark,’ and she 
sees it - a deep-earth brown, a rich vein of something organic, a color that would other
wise only be found if one were to dig six or eight inches down into the ground; well below 
the topsoil, where things are more permanent.



The color reminds her of walking in the woods as a little girl. So many hours 
she spent alone in that heavily wooded land behind her house, but she seems only to 

( remember one particular time: late afternoon in fall. Why can’t she recall the times of 
t summer? How many endless summer hours must she have spent amongst those old 
I maples and oaks, heavy with thick green leaves?
I Were those deep, hidden summer woods a place for secrets?
I Was that when daddy taught her love?

! But why exactly did she buy two, identical couches?
People live.
And in their living, they gather the trinkets and memories and tiny details of life, 

marking for time and place by accumulation. Nowhere in her apartment are there such 
details. There is not one photograph of anyone or anything. This is particularly unusual 
for a woman who has been captured thousands and thousands of times by camera. But 
her shelves are empty.

It is as if she has only recently moved in and has yet to make the place her own 
- her more personal items, the many details of her life, perhaps in storage elsewhere. 
But there is no such storage, and there are no such details. And if it were not for the 
untold number of paintings and the overabundance of lamps, the bed, the couches, and 
the coffee table - one might almost imagine that no-one actually lives there.

Her downtown loft is a spacious layout of two major rooms separated by the 
frosted glass of over-sized, antique French doors. The back room, more conventionally 
a bedroom, she uses as her studio. To accommodate the multi-sized canvases, three 
easels are haphazardly placed about the room - there is no apparent order. Her paint
ings - canvases consumed by a particular color of oil, shaded and varied slightly 
amongst that same color - cover and lean against the walls, four or five deep.

There are so many paintings that they have spilled out into the front room, hung 
upon walls, set on the floor, and leaning against the walls three or four deep. It is this 
front room that houses both her bed and sofas. There is otherwise little else in the way 
of furniture, and apart from the paintings, the room is filled with an excessive number of 
lamps - all sizes of floor lamps and table lamps - anything that might break through the 
dark of night.

It comes naturally to her, the quiet exploration of oils on canvas. She felt a sym
biotic relation in the density of the oils, the subtle resistance and flow of the brush, the 
context of canvas and the freedom of facing something unborn, unblemished. From the 
beginning, her strength has been her passion. She attacks the canvas. The experience 
is physical. It is an undoing and castigation of those things that must remain wordless, 
but take shape amongst the colored brushstrokes. In the act of painting she is forgiven. '

And from the beginning, a pattern developed. Each painting was an abstract 
assemblage of a particular color, a color that varied and ranged within itself - but essen
tially a color. And the next painting would follow the one before, but this time slightly 
darker, or slightly lighter, depending exclusively upon some internal quest for self- 
identification. This was the process unfolding before her, and she believed in time that it 
could be located, that she could be located.

The texture is equally critical. A color range, having been isolated, may take



infinite expression via the texture of oiled stroke. But she is not compelled to allow rec
ognizable shape - that bores her, seems obvious and common. She remains wildly ab
stract. Massive, sweeping gestures across the canvas, highlighted by a slash or gouge.

Her work - if one were to refer to it as such - is not of a particular school of 
thought, nor is it a reactionary statement that seeks to rebelliously strike at what has 
come before. It is more akin to How one might fill a journal, a constant, evolving record of 
what is within. She knows that anyone of any authentic art background would quickly 
recognize her work for what it is: Madness.

Sunk into the smooth, cool leather of her couch, she reaches for her cell phone 
and presses number five - speed dialing her favorite deli for her regular delivery of a 
large coffee and sourdough bagel with cream cheese and lox. Her life is most succinctly 
understood by the order and content of her cell phone’s speed dial directory. Number 5 
is her morning coffee and bagel. Number 4 is the restaurant that delivers her elaborate 
salads and organic meals. Number 3 is her bodyguard, Vic. Number 2 is her 'employer.' 
And number 1 is her dealer.

She cuts another line of coke, pulls it deep within, letting her head slip back as 
her eyes gaze out into the bright morning sunshine.

She is grateful for the light.
She is safe.

* *

Last winter, the monsters came.
Initially, she could not sleep. This was not uncommon, tossing to the turbulence 

within her mind. But it worsened last winter - the chaotic, throbbing volume-control 
within her suddenly rising and drowning out the standard sounds that made for a moder
ately acceptable cadence of reality. She was unable to fall asleep for even a few hours. 
The coke didn't help - she knew that. But it cleared her mind momentarily of the terrible 
images. It was a force that could light up the darkness within, dispatching the monsters 
to more distant corners of her mind. But it had been taking its toll for more than a few 
years, a not-so-subtle slipping-away, as if one’s soul could suddenly give way, unhinge 
to some forever drifting place.

It started with the windows.
That's where she thought they were getting in. So she shut them all down tight 

and double-checked to make sure they were locked and secure. But she knew that 
would not be enough. A shut window in the dead of winter still allows some form of draft, 
some tiny drift of the bitter outside air. So she forced herself out into the peopled world 
and found a hardware store. The gentle, balding little man behind the counter had never 
seen a woman like her in his humble, unorganized little store - she had his complete 
attention.

I need tape, the gray kind, she had asked, with a fiat, focused tone.
Duct tape?
Yes.
How much?
A lot.
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Five rolls? Ten?
Ten.
And for a moment, the pudgy little man’s mind flashed with wild, sexual notions. 

But such thoughts immediately gave way to something more banal, as if it were not un
common for a beautiful woman to walk into his little store and ask for ten rolls of duct 
tape. Did he see the turbulence in her eyes? Did he see the way she could not quite 
stand still? Did he imagine that the woman standing before him could be days away from 
a complete and total breakdown?

She walked home, entered her apartment and immediately turned to lock the 
door - three bolts and a slide bar - then stood motionless, catching her breath and listen
ing for the footsteps of whatever threatening thing followed her. She could not identify 
anything unusual so she set about the apartment - quickly, purposefully - taping over the 
seams of her windows, eliminating any potential draft from the outside world. But she 
was not quite hopeful. And later that night, wide awake again and staring at the ceiling - 
she felt them.

Sitting up, suddenly, she realized she had forgotten the door - its seams and 
that tiny space at the threshold. She was so fearful of having to leave her bed and step 
down upon the bottomless quality of the floor. With a terrible reluctance and hatred, she 
dashed to the door, taped its seams and the threshold where the tiniest amount of light 
slid under. And she could not return to the safer confines of her bed fast enough. Back 
into bed and under the heavy covers, she pulled herself up into a tight ball, gritted her 
teeth and tried to slow her rapid breath.

But still they came.
And as she laid there, terror-struck and teetering over some last ledge, a space 

below of forever void - the seeping, hellish hiss and bang of New York’s ancient steam 
pipes filled her apartment with a kind of calling, suggesting that the end of things should 
be announced in some formal way, as if her demise were now official. It occurred to her 
that the radiators let steam in from somewhere - somewhere else - and that somewhere 
else is bad and must be stopped. So she gathered herself again for another senseless 
journey, dashed back and forth across her apartment floor, screwing down the radiator 
valves so that no steam or heat entered.

She pulled two layers of thick cotton clothing onto her body - a hat, scarf and 
gloves - and crawled back under the covers one last time. The apartment froze, the bitter 
February winds battering against her building. She endured the night, her breath visible 
in the brief, shallow exhalation beyond the blanket’s edge, and awaited the salvation of 
dawn’s first light. As the morning finally broke, she knew she was no longer capable of 
leaving the apartment, her skin starting to crawl. She gathered her remaining strength for 
one more effort, one last gesture of survival.

She called the little man at the hardware store, and asked,
I’m the woman that bought the duct tape. Do you remember me?
Yes, he said, I remember.
Do you sell electric heaters?
Yes.
I need four of them. Can you have them delivered to me?
Yes.



And candles. Do you have candles? ..J-'Hv'
Yes.
Can you send me a couple of boxes of candles?
I don’t know if I have that many. I’ll send you what I have.
And lamps. Do you sell lamps?
Well, he said, they’re not very nice.
I don’t care what they look like.
Okay...well I have some table lamps and some halogen floorlamps.
Fine. I need three table lamps and three floor lamps. Can you do that?
Yes.
Thank you. I’ll give you my credit card number and the address for delivery 

Can you have them delivered now? I have no heat.
Yes. Thank you.
It was all she could do to receive the sent items.
Thank you. You can just leave it there, she said.
I can carry it in for you.
No, thank you. That’s fine.
I brought you some light bulbs. I don’t know if you needed them for the lamps 

It’s no charge.
Thank you again.
The little man had many thoughts running through his mind. He wanted to say 

something but did not know what to say. His eyes could not help but glance past her and 
into the apartment. Nothing seemed overly strange to him. He saw a couple of couches 
and noticed that her bed was in this same room. He saw some paintings many paint
ings.

Thank you again, she said, closing the door.
If there’s anything else you need, he said, just call.
She closed the door, locked it, and stood there waiting for the man to leave. 

After some time had passed, she opened the door and pulled in her heaters lamps and 
candles.

She set about plugging in the new lamps - flicking them on and off, confirming 
they would stave off the darkness. She arranged the lamps in a kind of circle around her 
bed that formed a barrier of light - a defense. Then she plugged in her heaters. One in 
the kitchen. One in the bathroom. And two in the front room near her bed. The back 
room had been shut off and sealed.

The heaters blazed.
The lights blazed.
She waited for the night.
Still they came.
In a fit of dry tears and voiceless rage, she flew about the room, fiercely and 

fearless, unplugging everything and taping over every electrical outlet. The apartment 
was again without heat. And it was without light - save for the twenty or thirty candles 
she had placed around her bed, a final rite.

She had exhausted her supply of coke. She would have speed-dialed her 
dealer, but that would have required opening the door. That would require her picking up

the phone.
As a thing can break, so can a human.
And she could not recall the transition - the actual time when the twisted, night

marish configurations of her mind moved tangibly into the spaces before her. Not whole 
things did she see, but parts. A hand. A torso. An eye. These things - terribly huge, gro
tesquely out of proportion - stood suspended before her like bleeding, broken-off pieces 
off Hell’s Thanksgiving-Day parade.

Later, the doctors wanted her to remember if there was a specific moment or 
incident that put her over the edge. They used phrases like ‘the troubling images’ and 
‘the feelings of terror’ and ‘the terrible hopelessness.’ They asked questions that seemed 
absurd coming from sane, controlled mouths: ‘What did the monsters look like? Did they 
have specific shapes? Did they have names?’

And they asked her: Did this really happen?
And she said: I don’t know. I wasn’t there.
The withdrawal set upon her. The grinding of her teeth became so severe that 

her jaw was swollen and discolored at its hinge-points. The apartment was white-breath 
freezing and the bluish skin around her mouth hardened. The lack of food drew her skin 
tight. Her face, like the hair follicles upon her scalp, began to sting and bite. She 
scratched at her head and face, obsessively, with sharp fingernails. Everything outside 
her body had weight, created resistance and caused pain. The air itself tore at her skin, 
pulling and pushing her about.

She had to stay still, perfectly still, except for the rocking - the ceaseless, mind
less rocking. Pulled up within herself, knees and legs buried deep into her chest cavity - 
a hopeless ball of bones and body now holding onto itself, as one might just before all 
gives way. She had never believed in God, but she had never taken the time not to be
lieve either. And so she waited, knowing that it would come - this final passing - within a 
moment, as moments are infinite and yet so finite, so terribly finite. And she would have 
died there, just died, like so many hopeless souls who suffer from something no human 
has yet properly named.

But she forgot about Vic.
He had called several times. It was part of their standard procedure. Vic would 

leave the information on her cell phone regarding the time and place of her next client. 
She would then confirm - and confirmation is always done 24 hours in advance. Rules 
are rules, no exceptions.

She had never forgotten to confirm.
So it was Vic, late that night, banging on her door.
“Charlotte? Chari? You in there!?’’ his voice edgy and afraid, expecting the

worst.
“Char!" He yells, banging harder with his clinched fist.
But inside, Charlotte is gone. Her organs barely function, her lungs struggle to 

pull air, her heart beats more from memory than reality. The hallucinations - the most 
ghastly things - one more real than anything from her prior life.

“Charlotte!?" Bang, bang, bang with his fist. “It’s Vic!"
The monsters. They’re coming. They’re coming through the front door. Her 

eyes, popped open wild and raw - an animal being hunted - just moments from being



devoured.
“Char, open the door!” Bang, bang, bang. “It’s Vic!”
And what he heard next he will never forget, because some things are not sof

tened or diminished by time. Charlotte, in a kind of hellish horror, screams a command: 
Stop! Stop it! Stop it!” Then a singular, wordless and prolonged crying out, a tearing 

apart, limb by limb.
And the breathlessness that comes over Vic is a thing so molten with emotion 

that he is now not quite of man, but something other. His hands pass over her heavy, 
metal door, triple-locked with a slide bar, and he knows without power tools he cannot 
break through it. He moves his hands and body to the left of the doorframe, his big back 
flexed hard with muscle, forming a fist, proceeding to pound and bludgeon the plaster 
wall. And if it were merely sheetrock, he would be through in one punch - but it is thirty 
year-old poured plaster, and it resists his rage as though concrete.

And Charlotte is screaming.
Because the monsters are coming.
Ten, twenty stunning blows to the wall, knuckles bleeding, hand fractured, the 

wall giving in one great exhale, release. He steps back now and drives hard with the 
heel of his boot. Again with his boot. And again. It gives way, and he goes at it again 
with his left hand, pulling down large chunks of the plaster, expanding the hole more 
easily. He can see the studs and the backside of her interior wall. He pulls back with his 
boot and blasts through the inner wall.

Charlotte screaming.
The monsters are here.
He kicks again, blowing out enough of the wall that he can almost squeeze 

through. He leans his upper body into the room and cannot quite process what he sees. 
Her screaming stops, but her eyes are blown wide open with terror. She is on the floor. 
She is rocking. Her hair is mangled. She’s deathly pale. She’s mumbling. And her face, 
her beautiful face is marked and stained with blood.

“Char, Jesus..." he says, trying to catch his breath, “It’s okay honey. It’s okay 
I’m here. I’m here honey. It’s Vic. Just hold on."

He pulls back and with one last kick blows out enough of the wall so he can 
squeeze his body through. Her eyes remain locked, unblinking. He approaches her gen
tly, carefully, saying; “It’s okay now honey. I’m here. It’s Vic. Okay? It’s Vic." He slides 
down next to her, hesitating to put his arm around her, ever so gently cradling her. She 
won’t stop rocking. She can’t.

Vic looks up and sees a cop through the blown out wall, hand instinctively on 
his bolstered gun. “What’s going on here?" he says, not quite sure of the scene.

“Call an ambulance,” Vic says, his focus returning to Charlotte, as she rocks 
gently in his arms, mumbling, making not quite human murmurings. “It’s okay. Char,” he 
says, trying to believe. “It’s okay..." Glancing about the room: the bizarre configuration of 
candles and lamps around the bed. The paintings. The duct-taped windows. The cold.

And it occurred to him that some people don’t make it back from where they’ve 
been. That some people have seen an aspect of this world, so heartless and punishing, 
that what remains is an empty place full of the echoes of life. And pain beyond even the 
imagination of those who track and mark such suffering.



New York, August 2005 
Emma Pfeiffer

Manic, I glide through Midtown 
Manhattan, a rush of syllables 

For all I talk to: for the air. 
Sunlight flying through it, bouncing 

Off taxicabs and sightseeing buses. 
Reflecting red and yellow: for the air. 

Refracting the sun’s gaze to a 
Brilliant bright blue, fuelling photosynthesis 

For the sycamores by the Library 
Lions, and in back Bryant Park: 

I know all about the physics of sight. 
The photoelectric effect; it can’t affect 

The sparkle of the Chrysler building 
Any more than it can the tilting whirl 

Of streets crossed through hazily 
Unnoticed traffic; the bounce, the spin. 

The step, the green of every leaf 
On every august tree, still young, yet time: 

At the trinket shop on thirty-second. 
The woman asked if I was in love. 
And I was; I was in love with you. 

Really, first time in years, but even more 
Was I in love with love itself. 

With reclaiming sections of myself 
I’d roped off and left for dead: 

With my exuberance, my joy, my life.



The Ocean Has Eyes
Jillian Burgie

we leave tomorrow.
and if I never see this place again it’ll be too soon, 

that sound.
that whispering, haunting knowing 
is following me.

The ocean 
has eyes,

blinking somewhere between the glossy reflections
and actual starlight 

and it sees too much, 
too much about me.

that beach has seen years of young lovers with diamond champagne 
whisper, “baby, you’re beautiful.”
never really knowing if that young man was talking to his woman 
or the sea.
years of kids snuck out to dip skinny in the waves 
and realize how it must feel 
when dolphins play.

and that sea’s seen me, 
on a lonely stretch of pier 

watching the stars fish for symbolism 
and sail home to morning, 

feeling the lurch of the earth 
as she sings her songs of birth 

in this midnight.
and in the little fingers that lap at my toes from the edge of

the pier 
I feel hope.

and I feel this huge knowing presence say

it’s okay.
I don’t know where I come from either, 
or what makes me shift and sway.
but I have been here for eons beyond imagination and discovered only this: 
the earth is bound to sun and sea, 
but you
are bound to nothing

Con’t



Erin Ingham



Caitlin Cass



this night, I dare you to lose yourself in my watery skies 
the way young lovers wander eaeh other’s eyes, 
and to strip off your armored garb and trendy elothes 
beeause I am the ocean 
and the ocean knows
that what you’re hiding out here at the edge of this pier 
is so damn beautiful 
I’d reflect it if I could
just to show you the reason oysters still make pearls, 
and I dare you, just this night,
to put away the facades and fragments of someone else’s dream
and to worry neither about where you come from nor where you’re going
and to just
be.

dlf';::
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we leave tomorrow, 
and knowing I’ll never see this place again,

I’m thinking it’s 
too soon.

Listening:

I’ve this fruit basket.
Two pears left. Doing nothing but learning how 
Two pears could spend a life together. I’ve been 
Watching them for three days now, browning with age. 
They seem to be the happiest things I’ve seen.
I could never eat one of you 
By far my strangest teachers yet. Jake Foster



John Woods

Sestina

I read the poems of David Bergman,
a college professor of mine, who taught me how the game was 
played
I would talk about his poem, “Old Voice at a New Number”, 
with friends from class. We’d sit in the English lounge in uncom
fortable chairs
wondering if this was a relationship he had on some phone
line, with an old friend, playing to his desires, matching his 
breathing.

We’d huddle close in our group and hold our breath 
if we heard footsteps from Bergman’s
office. Another professor once told me, in confidence, over the 
phone,
that she thought it was a handsome poet friend, 
you were the player
in his scenario. She said she could see you in your chair 
sitting, waiting for him to call, hoping he’d dial your number.

Did this happen in real life, could you count the number 
of times you’d sit on the phone listening to that midnight breath
ing?
or was this the voice of a loose muse calling you at your desk 
chair?
Whose voice panted and whispered into your ear David Bergman?
Could all this be a fantasy of yours that you played-
out with a poet’s hand? Do you wait up at night listening for the
phone?

Cont’d



Kathryn Lewis

Thoughtless balloon 
Head full of air 

The blow of a kiss 
Sends you reeling.

Simon Seisho Tajiri



Erin Ingham



I thought of you tonight when my phone 
rang out in the night, I knew my caller’s number, 
what he wanted, how I should act, how to stick to the 
plot, and how to play
the game, I knew just what to do and say, matching my 
breathing
to his instructions. I learned what to do from you Professor 
Bergman
I went through inciting, rising action to the climax and 
leaned back in my chair.

Before I could sit up, even lean forward in the chair, 
the call was gone. Just like your poem, nothing on the 
phone
but a click. Do you still take calls like this David Bergman? 
Have you sat home alone, writing poems, numbering 
the days between calls? Does the sound of your breathing 
fill the room? Does your scenario become over-played?

I wonder if I will sit waiting for the players 
to come together, reading your poems reclining in a chair, 
listening for your caller, your muse, my caller, to breathe, 
waiting for words that I’ve thought about to come in over 
a telephone.
Who’s calling tonight, who’s reaching for the receiver and 
my number?
Where are our lost phone calls Dr. Bergman?

Think of my breath tonight, running down thin, long phone 
cables, my words playing, running up the legs of chairs, 
your fingers reaching for numbers. What else can I do 
David Bergman?



Andrew Meier

Some things can only be felt at night,
In the cold,
Far from home.

Like you, standing there, poised with silver in your palm.
How do I know it's not going to happen?
Because the threat of violence
Is always more visceral than violence itself

But all the same, frozen like we are here, I wonderj 
'Will this scene, you hovering precariously.
And me, witness of your neverending.
One-woman play.
And this moldy, deep basement.
Live on after we're gone?'

Funny thoughts; funny, when wonder.
True awe at reality's strange grandeur hits you.

I look straight ahead: so you have your un-drawn blood, and I 
ideas.
And tomorrow 111 go to school with other things on my mind. 
And we'll never do this again.

Three years later, my head in the clouds and feeling 
Some near-winter chill on the back of on my neck, I say.
The only thing left to say is;
I sit in the clouds and look down at that basement and 
I say.

Thank you.



Caitlin Cass



Taya Kitaysky

Grandmother at her Summer Dachya, Siberia

Her heart is a berry in a wolf's mouth.
I can taste that berry on my own tongue;
Not just sweet, but also the gleam and stink

Of onions frying in butter, silent
Sex in grey curtained hours before dawn.
Before beheading chickens in brilliant

gold light-Then, taste of hair matted with tears. 
Thigh-bruises from pails of rusty water.
Sore back from harvesting wild strawberries

While the lake brims at horizon.
One day.

Picking mushrooms in a clearing loved by 
Its wild animals, she kneels down and dies.

When I bite through the berry's center, all 
Is water; then my own tongue tastes itself.
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Congratulations

to the Winners of the 2009 Contest:
Music:
Poetry:
Art:
Short Story: 
Photography:

Jake Foster “Beach on a Mouse” 
John Woods “Diana’s Poem”
Dan Gilles “Blue-Butterfly Day” 
Salem Pflueger “This Passing Light” 
Hannah Sadwith “ ? ”

The Grout ’09 is:
Skip McGee, Kathryn Lewis, Taya Kitaysky, & Emma Pfeiffer

Thanks to: Polity, David Carl, Christine Chen, Greg Schneider, 
Grant Franks, Thomas McBee, &. Sandra Noe.
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